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UR Kingsley Kickback letters feature has

attracted much correspondence recently on the

subject of prize-money. The 2018 Appearance

Money Scheme, part of the drive to increase the reward to

owners at what the BHA refer to as ‘the mid to lower tiers

of the sport’, has clearly caught the attention of some of our

readers. 

A press release from the BHA at the end of last year tried

to explain the thinking behind the initiative.  It read: “The

rise in prize-money can be attributed to two main sources –

a previously announced £8m central Levy funding boost for

grassroots racing through a new appearance money scheme

and race incentive fund, and increased contributions by

racecourses which are forecast to rise from around £75m in

2017 to £84m in 2018.

“The sport’s new appearance money scheme also

becomes active from January 1. This scheme sees

qualifying races introducing payments of at least £300 on

the Flat and £350 over Jumps for horses finishing between

fifth and eighth place. As well as improving the return to

owners at the middle and lower tiers, the appearance money

scheme has been designed to increase the number of races

attracting at least eight runners with a view to encouraging

betting on British racing.”

Governance

It has to be accepted that the use of additional funds from

the Levy to support the lower levels of racing was agreed as

part of a three-year package by the sport’s tripartite

governance structure comprising the BHA, the Racecourse

Association and members of the Horsemen’s Group.

But surely I can’t be alone in wondering whether this

additional money has been wrongly directed?

Remember the non-disclosure agreements which

surrounded the income from the sale of pictures of British

racing abroad? Well, once again it seems we are expected to

pay homage to the racecourses for a £7m rise in

contributions to prize-money while being kept in the dark

about the rise in their income. And already, horses like our

own Poet’s Society, 5th in a Class 3 handicap at Southwell,

came home with £282 of prize-money, £118 worse off than

a horse can earn by finishing eighth in a qualifying Class 6

race. How can that be right?

In the BHA press release, Charlie Liverton, Chief

Executive of the ROA, is quoted as saying that “the

findings of the National Racehorse Owners Survey showed

how costs and prize-money were the primary reasons for

owners to either lapse their involvement or not invest

further in the sport.” Thus, he argues that the appearance

money scheme will go some way to help alleviate those

costs and reward owners racing at the grassroots level.

I can’t argue that the new scheme does not increase total

prize-money available, but I do take exception to it on two

levels. First, with owners bearing the cost of entry fees,

transport to the racecourse, the cost of racing plates, lads’

expenses and jockey’s fee, the sums payable under the

scheme can really only be regarded as an assistance with

costs and not prize-money as such. Any owner will tell you

that £300 will not cover the costs of running in a Flat race –

the jockey’s fee alone is £124.40, net of VAT. What kind of

incentive is one which says ‘you won’t lose just as much as

you usually do by running here’?

ECONDLY, and much more importantly, any

additional prize-money should surely be offered in a

way which will incentivise owners to improve the

quality of their stock. Thus, a small owner with a horse

rated in the low 50s, which is costing just as much to keep

in training as a horse rated in the 80s, should not be

encouraged to soldier on by picking up scraps of

appearance money here or there to keep the bank manager

happy, but should rather be incentivised to sell the horse

and invest in a new prospect, perhaps in partnership with

other owners.

So why has this situation come about? Why is it that

racing’s great and good have presented us with such an

unappealing prospect? A one-word answer suffices –

betting. The BHA’s code for this is ‘encouraging greater

engagement with the sport’. But they are at least upfront

about it, as the press release accepts that ‘as well as

improving the return to owners at the middle and lower

tiers, the appearance money scheme has been designed to

increase the number of races attracting at least eight runners

with a view to encouraging betting on British racing.”

Lastly, the BHA claim the measures will result in a

‘better racing and betting product owing to more

competitive racing’. A race to the bottom, perhaps.
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Partnerships with shares available in juveniles

in training at Kingsley Park include:

Looking to join a partnership?

Mark Johnston Racing runs in-house partnerships but also
trains horses for other partnerships and syndicates. 

Nick Bradley Racing

www.nickbradleyracing.co.uk

Kennet Valley Thoroughbreds

www.kvtracing.com

Middleham Park Racing

www.middlehamparkracing.net


